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Key Elements of a Successful P5

• Well informed by the science community

• Set a grand long-range vision for U.S. particle physics

• Faced budget constraints realistically
• “Community made tough choices.”

• Balanced portfolio
• Domestic and international
• Small, mid-scale, and large projects

• Community engagement critical to success
• “Bickering scientists get nothing.”
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2008 P5
• 2008 P5 (Charlie Baltay)

• First “modern” P5 with budget 

scenarios and long-term vision

• Energy, Intensity, Cosmic Frontiers

• Tevatron for one to two more years

• World-class neutrino program

• Dark matter & dark energy, LSST


• US Particle Physics: Scientific 
Opportunities  A Strategic Plan for 
the Next Ten Years Three frontiers of research in particle physics form 

an interlocking framework that addresses 
fundamental questions about the laws of nature  
and the cosmos.



2014 P5
• 2014 P5 (Steve Ritz)

• Use the Higgs boson as a new tool for 

discovery

• Pursue the physics associated with 

neutrino mass

• Identify the new physics of dark matter

• Understand cosmic acceleration: dark 

energy and inflation

• Explore the unknown: new particles, 

interactions, and physical principles.

• Finally “got it right” 
• Well received in Washington

• Embraced CMB (inflation)


• Building for Discovery
 Report of the Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel (P5) May 2014

Building for Discovery
Strategic Plan for U.S. Particle Physics in the Global Context
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Figure 1
Construction and Physics Timeline

F I G U R E  1  Approximate construction (blue; above line) and expected physics (green; below line) profiles for the recommended major projects, grouped by size 
(Large [>$200M] in the upper section, Medium and Small [<$200M] in the lower section), shown for Scenario B. The LHC: Phase 1 upgrade is a Medium project, but 
shown next to the HL-LHC for context. The figure does not show the suite of small experiments that will be built and produce new results regularly.  
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Take aways from Snowmass
• We have an exciting program 

• Thanks to Steve Ritz, previous P5, agencies!


• We are broader than the current program energy, intensity, cosmic

• Where is the boundary of our field?


• We are a forward-looking community

• We need program beyond what the previous P5 outlined

• We also need more freedom

• better balance big, medium, small; projects vs research


• We deeply care about our community

• Diversity, equity, inclusion, outreach, engagement


• It’s a daunting task



Last P5 science drivers
• Use the Higgs boson as a new tool for discovery


• Pursue the physics associated with neutrino mass


• Identify the new physics of dark matter 


• Understand cosmic acceleration: dark energy and inflation


• Explore the unknown: new particles, interactions, and physical principles.


• Still very much true


• Main aim: physics beyond the standard model



+1
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Interface with EPP2024
• EPP2024 looks into long-term vision, 

dreams, unconstrained by budget 
scenarios


• We invite all EPP2024 members to P5 
town halls to make sure we get the same 
inputs from the community


• Will keep informing EPP2024 about our 
progress and vice versa


• Hopefully what we recommend will 
smoothly connect to their longer-term 
vision
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Decadal Overview of Future Large-Scale Projects

Frontier/Decade 2025 - 2035 2035 -2045

Energy Frontier
U.S. Initiative for the Targeted Development of Future Colliders and their Detectors

Higgs Factory

Neutrino Frontier LBNF/DUNE Phase I & PIP- II DUNE Phase II (incl. proton injector)

Cosmic Frontier

Cosmic Microwave Background - S4 Next Gen. Grav. Wave Observatory∗

Spectroscopic Survey - S5∗ Line Intensity Mapping∗

Multi-Scale Dark Matter Program (incl. Gen-3 WIMP searches)

Rare Process Frontier Advanced Muon Facility

Table 1-1. An overview, binned by decade, of future large-scale projects or programs (total projected
costs of $500M or larger) endorsed by one or more of the Snowmass Frontiers to address the essential scientific
goals of the next two decades. This table is not a timeline, rather large projects are listed by the decade in
which the preponderance of their activity is projected to occur. Projects may start sooner than indicated
or may take longer to complete, as described in the frontier reports. Projects were not prioritized, nor
examined in the context of budgetary scenarios. In the observational Cosmic program, project funding may
come from sources other than HEP, as denoted by an asterisk.

• In the Cosmic Frontier, a coordinated multi-scale dark matter program would combine direct, indirect,
and cosmic probe experiments to explore the large dark-matter landscape (and, in total, rise to the
“large” project category). Note that an expansion of underground facilities at SURF may be required
as a component of this program. In the observational Cosmic program, projects may leverage funding
from sources outside of HEP itself, as denoted by the asterisks in the table. Both CMB-S4 and Gen-3
WIMP searches (previously DM-G3) were endorsed as promising future directions by the previous
Snowmass/P5 process.

• In the case of the Energy Frontier, and as emphasized by the Accelerator and Theory Frontiers as well,
the goal should be to position the U.S. HEP program to support construction of an Higgs Factory as
early as 2030, and to subsequently be prepared to host or participate in the construction of a multi-TeV
(muon or hadron) collider. In total, these investments (referred to as a “U.S. Initiative for the Targeted
Development of Future Colliders and their Detectors” in Table 1-1) rise to the level of a large-scale
project. In the early phase accelerator work should prioritize an e+e− Higgs Factory (such as ILC,
CLIC, FCC-ee, CEPC, C3, or HELEN), a parallel effort should focus on multi-TeV colliders for the
longer term, and some work on advanced accelerator R&D should continue. Targeted detector R&D
for the Higgs Factory is required in the early phase, with a smaller detector R&D component related
to multi-TeV colliders. In the later phase, as an e+e− Higgs Factory construction is taking place,
accelerator and detector R&D effort on multi-TeV colliders will need to increase.

• For the Neutrino Frontier the highest priorities are the completion of LBNF/DUNE Phase I in the
coming decade (with the corresponding PIP-II upgrade), and the construction of DUNE Phase II (with
the corresponding proton source upgrade) in the decade following. DUNE Phase I and Phase II are
described briefly in section 4.7 and more completely in the Neutrino Frontier report. The completion
of the DUNE science program was identified as a high priority of the previous Snowmass/P5 process.

• For the Rare Process and Precision Measurements Frontier, the “Advanced Muon Facility” for studies
of muon decays, muon conversion, and muonium transitions, may require coordinated improvements
or modifications to the FNAL proton complex.

Community Planning Exercise: Snowmass 2021

How do we develop enabling technology for long-term vision in a fashion executable in 20 years?

US role? Scope? Technology? Complementarity?

Scope? Do we embrace them?

Big, small, new?
Scope? Other science?

Snowmass Input



Balance
• Project vs research

• Large (>$200M), medium ($50-200M), small (<$50M) (previous P5)

• Collection of small may be medium


• Science vs R&D

• Instrumentation, computing, theory


• National initiatives

• AI/ML, microelectronics, QIS

• How do we capitalize on it? How can HEP contribute to these initiatives?


• DEI

• What can agencies do?



Meetings & Schedule
• Open Town Halls 
• LBNL, Feb  22-24, 2023

• Fermilab/Argonne: March 21, 22, 23

• Brookhaven: April 12, 13, 14 (just before DPF in Minnesota)

• SLAC: May 3-5

• Sign up for making short remarks!


• DPF session on P5 (April 15)

• Virtual Town Halls

• Closed meetings

• Preliminary recommendations August

• Final report due October



Community Interest in P5

• >724 participants at this town hall


• Short remarks oversubscribed 


• 36 accepted


• Sorry for rejected ones


• Please try again at later town halls!


• We particularly encourage contributions 
from early career members

PPPPP



Logistics/Reminder
• Please observe the community conduct


• We ask speakers to observe time limit. Will be strictly 
observed. Need to leave time for Q&A. 


• Online participants can leave questions in Google doc. P5 
will look at all questions and may follow up offline with 
projects/speakers. 


• Please introduce yourself with name and institution when 
asking questions. 



Indico Site



PPPPP
Thanks to FNAL/ANL



P5 Tentative Logo

PPPPP
Apologies to Antarctica! CMB and IceCube



PPPPP
Maximize Science!

Questions?


